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ABSTRACT. In this paper the relations between radical classes of generalized 
Boolean algebras and radical classes of complete lattice ordered groups are inves­
tigated. 
The notion of a radical class of lattice ordered groups was introduced and 
studied in [7]; cf. also [1], [2], [3], [8], [9], [11]. 
Radical classes of generalized Boolean algebras were dealt with in [10]. 
Let 1Z and A be the collection of all radical classes of lattice ordered groups or 
the collection of all radical classes of generalized Boolean algebras, respectively. 
Both these collections are partially ordered by the class-theoretical inclusion. 
We denote by 1ZC the class of all X G 1Z such that, whenever G G X, then 
G is a complete lattice ordered group. Then, in fact, 1ZC is an interval of 7Z 
containing the least element of 1Z. 
Further let Ac be the class of all Y G A such that, whenever L is a member 
of Y, then each interval of L is a complete lattice. 
In the present paper the following result will be proved: 
(A) There exists an isomorphism ip of the partially ordered collection A into 
1Z such that 
(i) tp(A) is a convex subcollection of 1Z\ 
(ii) (p(A) contains the least element of 7Z\ 
(iii) <p(Ac)cnc. 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 06F20, 06E99. 
K e y w o r d s : complete lattice ordered group, generalized Boolean algebra, radical class. 
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In [7; Proof of Proposition 3.3] a proper class of atoms of 7Z was constructed. 
No member of this class belongs to 7ZC. The question arises whether there exists 
a proper class of atoms of TZ which belong to 7ZC. 
By applying (A) and the results of [10] we prove that the answer to this 
question is positive. 
1. Preliminar ies 
We recall shortly the basic relevant notions. For lattice ordered groups we 
apply the usual terminology and notation; cf., e.g., [4]. 
Let G be the class of all lattice ordered groups. For G e G we denote by C(G) 
the system of all convex ^-subgroups of G; this system is partially ordered by 
the set-theoretical inclusion. Then C(G) is a complete lattice. It is obvious that 
the operation A in C(G) coincides with the set-theoretical operation n . 
1.1. DEFINITION. A subclass X ^ 0 of G is said to be a radical class of lattice 
ordered groups if it satisfies the following conditions: 
1) X is closed with respect to isomorphisms; 
2) if Gx e X and G2 e C(Gl), then G2 e X; 
3) if GeO, 0 ^ { G J . G / C X n C ( C 7 ) , t h e n V G{ eX. 
iei 
A lattice L with the least element 0 is called a generalized Boolean algebra if, 
whenever x e L, then the interval [0,x] of L is a Boolean algebra. A sublattice 
Lx of a generalized Boolean algebra L will be said to be a subalgebra of L if 
0 e L1. Let C(L) be the set of all convex subalgebras of L with the partial 
order defined analogously as in C(G) above. Then C(L) is a complete lattice. 
Let B be the class of all generalized Boolean algebras. The following definition 
is analogous to 1.1. 
1.2. DEFINITION. A nonempty subclass Y of B is said to be a radical class 
of generalized Boolean algebras if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1') Y is closed with respect to isomorphisms; 
2') if L1 e Y and L2 e C(L^, then L2 e Y\ 
3') if LeB, 0 ^ { L . } . G / c y n C ( F ) , then \J L,eY. 
iei 
The meaning of the symbols TZ, 7ZC, A and Ac is as in the introduction 
above. 
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2. Caratheodory functions 
Let G be a lattice ordered group. 
An element 0 _ x G G is called singular if, whenever, y is an element of 
G with 0 ^ y ^ x , then y A (x - y) = 0. (Cf. [4].) An equivalent definition 
consists in the condition that the interval [0, x] of G is a Boolean algebra. The 
lattice ordered group G is said to be singular if for each 0 < z G G there exists 
x G G such that x is singular and 0 < x _ z. We denote by S(G) the set of all 
singular elements of G. 
For a Boolean algebra B we denote by E(B) the vector lattice of all elemen-
tary Caratheodory functions on B (cf. [5], [6]); we recall the definition of E(B) 
as given in [6]. E(B) is constructed as follows: it is the set of all forms 
/ = a 1 b 1 + - - - + a n b n , (1) 
where a{ ^ 0 are reals, b- G B) bi > 0, fr^-x A b^ = 0 for any distinct 
z(l), i(2) G {1, 2 , . . . , n}, and of the "empty form". If # is another such form, 
g = a'X +••• + a'Jm , 
n m 
then / , g are considered as equal if V bi = V b'- and if a{ = a'- whenever 
i=l j=l 
bi A b'j / 0. For b, b' G B let b — x b' be the relative complement of b Ab' in the 
interval [0, b]. The operation + in E(B) is defined by 
n m n / / m \ \ m / / n \ \ 
/+^=EEK+«;)(^;)+E«4^-I V&; +E°; U-I v*. . 
t=i j= i »=i V \ j = i / / j=i \ \ t = i / / 
where in the summations only those terms are taken into account in which 
( m x /
 n \ 
V b'j ) , b^ — -_ f \/ bA are non-zero. 
j = l ' ^ z = l ^ 
The multiplication by a real a ^ 0 is defined by a / = (aajjftj^ + • • • + (aa n )b n , 
and if / is the empty form, then af is the empty form as well. Also, 0 / is the 
empty form for each / G E(B). The form (1) is strictly positive if a{ > 0 for 
i = 1,2,. . . , n . 
Now let us denote by E0(B) the subset of E(B) consisting of the empty form 
/ 0 and of all forms (1) such that all ai are integers. Then E0(B) is a lattice 
ordered group. 
For each 0 ^ b G B the element b will be identified with the form / = 16; 
further, the element 0 of B will be identified with f0. Under this convention, 
B is a subset of E0(B). 
The following lemma is easy to verify; the proof will be omitted. 
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2 . 1 . LEMMA. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Then S(E0(B)) = B. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let B be a Boolean algebra, b1 € B, and let Bx be the interval 
[0, bj of B. Then J50 (!?-_) is a convex l-subgroup of E0(B). 
P r o o f . This is an immediate consequence of the definition of E0(B). • 
Let L be a generalized Boolean algebra. For each b G L we construct the 
lattice ordered group i?0([0, b]). Put 
E'o(L)=\jE0([0,b]). 
beL 
If L is a Boolean algebra, then in view of 2.2 we have E'0(L) = E0(L). 
Let x,y G E'0(L) and let o G {+ ,A,V}. There exist b1,b2 G L such that 
x G E0 ([0,6-J) and y e E0 ([0,62]). Hence xyy G E0 ([0, &-_ V 62]). We put 
xoy = xol2y, 
where o12 is the corresponding operation in the lattice ordered group 
£ ^ ( [ 0 , ^ V b2]). By means of 2.2 we easily verify that o is a correctly defined 
operation in E'0(L). Hence E'0(L) is a lattice ordered group and all Eo([0,b]) 
are convex ^-subgroups of E'0(L). From this and from 2.1 we obtain: 
2 .3 . LEMMA. S(E'0(L)) =L. 
Further, 2.2 yields: 
2 .3 .1 . LEMMA. Let Lx G B and let L2 G C(LX). Then E'0(L2) is a convex 
£-subgroup of E'0(LX). 
2.4. LEMMA. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra. Then the lattice ordered 
group E0(B) is complete. 
P r o o f . Let Z ^ 0 be an upper bounded subset of (E0(B)) . We have to 
verify that Z has the supremum in E0(B). The case Z = {0} being trivial, it 
suffices to suppose that Z ^ {0}. Hence there is / G E0(B) such that / > 0 
and z _ / for each z G Z. Let / be as in (1). Put 
bo = bi v b2 v • *' v K » % = max{a1, a 2 , . . . , a n } . 
Then aQb0 G E0(B) and Z C [0,aobo]. Since B is complete, the lattice [0, b0] 
is complete as well. In view of the fact that the class of all complete lattice 
ordered groups is a radical class (cf. [7]) we infer that the interval [0, a0b0] must 
be complete. Hence there exists the least upper bound z0 of Z in [0,a0&0] and 
clearly z0 is the supremum of Z in E0(B). Therefore E0(B) is a complete 
lattice ordered group. • 
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2.5. LEMMA. Suppose that for each b G L, the Boolean algebra [0,6] is com-
plete. Then E'0(L) is a complete lattice ordered group. 
P r o o f . Again, it suffices to verify that if X is a nonempty upper bounded 
subset of (E'0(L)) , then sup X does exist in E0(L). Let X have the mentioned 
properties. There is x0 in E'0(L) such that x0 is an upper bound of X. In view of 
the definition of E0(L) there is b G L such that x0 G E0([0, b]). Since E0([0, b]) 
is a convex ^-subgroup of E0(L) we infer that X C E0 ([0, b]). Now the assertion 
of the lemma follows from 2.4. D 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition of E'0(L). 
2.6. LEMMA. The lattice ordered group E'0(L) is generated by its subset L. 
3. A mapping A -» TZ 
For Y G A we put 
<p(Y) = {E'0(L): LeY}. 
Hence (p(Y) C Q. Moreover, if G G <p(Y), then G is abelian. 
3 .1 . LEMMA. ip(Y) is closed with respect to isomorphisms. 
P r o o f . This is a consequence of the fact that Y is closed with respect to 
isomorphisms. D 
3.2. LEMMA. Let Gx G ip(Y) and let G2 G C(G1). Then G2 G ip(Y). 
P r o o f . There exists Lx G Y such that Gx = E'^L^. Hence Lx C G1. 
Moreover, Lx is a convex subset of G~[. Put L2 = LXC\G2. Then L2 G C(L±), 
thus L2 G Y. From 2.6 we obtain that E'0(L2) is a convex ^-subgroup of G2. 
Let g2 G G2". Then g2 G (£?o(-^i)) > hence g2 has the form (1) for some 6i G Ln 
and some positive integers a{ (i = 1,2, . . . , n ) . But then, in view of convexity 
of G2, we have b1,..., bn G G2, thus &-_,...,&„ G L2
 a n (^ s o #2 ^ ^0(^2) • 
Therefore G^ g £'o(Z'2)) -mP-yh-g that G2 C E'0(L2). Hence G2 = -£;o(i2) and 
G2Gc,D(y). D 
3.3. LEMMA. Let G e G, G{ £ ip(Y) n G(G) (i G J ) , \J G{ = G. Then 
iei 
Ge<p(Y). 
P r o o f . For each i e I there exists Li eY such that G i = E0(L^). Hence 
£; _̂  G^ for each i G F Put L = \J Li. Then L C G. Also, L is a generalized 
iGI 
Boolean algebra, Li G G(L) for each z G / . Hence LeY. We denote by G0 the 
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^-subgroup of G which is generated by the set L. Then E'0(L) is an ^-subgroup 
of G 0 . Further, since Gi are convex in G and L{ are convex in G{ we obtain 
that G0 is convex in G . Similarly as in the proof of 3.2 we now conclude that 
G0 = E'0(L). 
Let 0 ^ g e G .There are i ( l ) , . . . , i (n) G Land gi(j) G G^ j } ( j = 1,2, . . . , n ) 
such that g = gi{1) + ••• + gi{n). Then in view of G i = E0(L{) we get that 
ff G ._*(_). Hence geG0. Therefore G = G0e <p(Y). D 
As a consequence of 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain: 
3.4. LEMMA. y(Y) is a member of Tl. 
3.5. LEMMA. If all members ofY are conditionally complete, then ip(Y) C TZc . 
P r o o f . This is a consequence of 3.4 and 2.5. D 
The definition of ip yields: 
3.6. LEMMA. IfYvY2eA, Yx =Y2, then tp{Y1) ^ tp{Y2). 
Let y be as above. Put ip(Y) = X. Further, let Xx G 11, X1 = X. Denote 
Y1 = {L1eB: G1= E'^LJ for some Gx G Xx} . 
Then Yx ^ 0 and it is closed with respect to isomorphisms. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let LleYl, L2e C ( _ i ) . Then L2eYx. 
P r o o f . Denote G2 = E'0(L2). From 2.3.1 we obtain that G2 G C(GX), 
thus G2e X1. Hence L1eY1. D 
3.8. LEMMA. Let LeB, Li eC(L)DY1 (iel), \J L{ = L. Then LeYx. 
iei 
P r o o f . There are G- G Xx with G- = E'0(L{) (i G I). Put G = E'0(L). 
Then G{ G C(G) for each i G I. Denote G0 = V ^ . Hence G0 G G(G). Let 
0 ^ g G G. In view of the definition of G, the element g can be expressed in the 
form (1), where b • e \J Li and a• is a positive integer for j = 1 ,2, . . . , n. Thus 
iei J 
g e G0 and hence G0 = G. But G0 belongs to Kx and therefore L belongs 
to Yl. D 
3.9. LEMMA. Let Y1 be as above. Then 
0) Y,GA; 
(ii) Y ^ Y ; 
(iii) v>(y,) = X. . 
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P r o o f . 
(i) is a consequence of 3.7, 3.8 and of the fact that Y1 is closed with respect 
to isomorphisms. 
The relation (ii) is obvious. 
(iii) is implied by the definition of Yx. D 
3.10. LEMMA. The mapping ip is an isomorphism of A into 71. 
P r o o f . From the definition of (p and from 2.3 we get that if Y G A and 
(p(Y) = X , then 
Y = {S(G) : G e X) . 
This shows that (p is a monomorphism and that 
¥>(Y.)g¥>CY2) ==> Y^Y2. 
Hence in view of 3.6, </? is an isomorphism. D 
P r o o f of (A) . Let X° and Y° be the class of all one-element lattice 
ordered groups or the class of all one-element generalized Boolean algebras, 
respectively. Then clearly X° is the least element of 71, Y° is the least element 
of A and we have tp(YQ) — XQ. Hence (ii) from (A) holds. The remaining parts 
of (A) were proved in 3.10, 3.9 and 3.5. D 
3 .11. THEOREM. There exists a proper class of atoms of 71 which belong 
to TZC. 
P r o o f . According to [10] there exists a proper class Ax of atoms of A 
such that each member of Ax belongs to Ac. Put A2 = ^(A^. In view of 
Theorem (A), A2 is a proper class of atoms of 71 and each member of A2 
belongs to K c . D 
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